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Proudly presenting the inaugural edition of our E-Newsletter. It is an endeavour to pioneer new
innovations and build new partnerships. We hope to keep you updated with the latest news, events
and melee at Indraprstha INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL through the medium of this E-Newsletter.
Happy Reading!

…Dr Rajesh Hassija

“Instead of worrying about what you cannot control, shift your energy to what you
can create.”
Today, when the world is trying to build up resilience against the pandemic, humanity
has been pushed to quarantine and introspection. Changed circumstances have forced
everyone to channelize their energy for constructive ventures and be more insightful.
Insight is indeed a curious phenomenon! World history is interspersed with stories of
brilliant people who have undergone a ‘Eureka!’ moment in life. Such incredible
moments convey the sense of excitement that accompanies a great discovery and aims at
changing the lives of millions. At present, the education system is facing challenges
across the world, and it has to adapt itself to the earnest transformations taking place in
the society and across the nation.
The scourge that we are up against is fearsome and unknown to us. However, like all
uncharted paths, our journey to overcome every challenge it throws at us will be arduous
and demanding. In these provocative moments, we accept those solutions which aim at
keeping us connected and enrich our lives.
During these exigent circumstances, the educational field has undergone a sea change,
especially in the teaching pedagogy. Indraprastha Schools are a testimony to this fact.
We always strive to make the education system more innovative and cater to the specific
learning needs of our students. Hence, during this challenging period, we undertook the
initiative to flip classroom teaching into online teaching and learning sessions. With the
inception of online streaming of classes, all members of the Indraprastha family shifted
their focus towards the academics and enrichment of the young minds.
I am proud of all the staff members who have left no stone unturned as facilitators
during these trying times .The teachers have redefined their roles and have been
providing online classes ,managing classrooms, delivering instructions and assessing
students’ performance; it is in fact commendable as the same has ensured that there are
no impediments in learning . They have certainly challenged the traditional thinking by
implementing more conducive and relevant practices.
I sincerely appreciate the efforts of the students for following their mentors and
continuing with the academics by self-monitoring and becoming more confident and
mature to face life, independently.
I equally thank the parents for their collaborative efforts to make the Homeschooling
sessions more effective and productive. Their sincere endeavours would definitely make
our students attain higher level of academics, sharpen their creativity and promote self –
development too.
Surely, being insightful and resourceful is imperative for all amidst these perplexing
times, especially in order to break the stereotypical approach towards life.
After all,
“Challenges are what make life more interesting and overcoming them is what
makes life meaningful.”
Warm Regards
Shri. A.S. Rana
Chairman

WELCOME TO SESSION 2020-21

Greetings to each one of you and my prayers for your health and well being! Indraprastha Schools stand committed for
providing quality education to all. We are committed to Character building, Academic Excellence, and Inculcation of
Social, Ethical & Moral Values .Every challenge is taken as yet another opportunity to empower the team of teachers
and to train our beloved students in order to emerge winners in the testing times. The Measures of Excellence further
set the trajectory of our work and efforts as we strive for high levels of success for our students at Indraprastha. I thank
each and every one of you for being an integral part of Indraprastha in the academic journey for your most precious
gift.... your child! I take full responsibility in sync with your partnership to educate ‘our’ children in the most creative,
artistic, and nurturing environment where the sky is the limit! We are building tomorrow's future and we try to ensure
that all ‘our’ children are fully prepared for the world of tomorrow!
At this juncture, when the whole world is blighted by this malady, we must strengthen our faith and continue to move
on, may be at a slower pace. Now when the children are at home, our phenomenal teachers are leaving no stone
unturned to provide online learning for the students through planned, virtual class rooms. Every class has a Whatsapp
group & Microsoft TEAMS compatibility software to have a safe communication between the teacher and pupils. The
teaching schedule encapsulates all academic areas, along with the fully extended emotional support needed at this
hour! Too often, we underestimate the power of a touch, a smile, a kind word, a listening ear, an honest compliment, or
the smallest act of caring, all of which have the potential to turn a life around.
This is not the time to panic, but to take deliberate action. I request you to make a routine schedule for yourselves and
the children, apart from the timetable for classes already shared with you. We are also utilizing this time to further
strengthen the weak areas of students as our teachers are available through the virtual meetings every day. At home,
please try to involve the children into various activities-physical and mental, both .This will help the family come
together more and one will have the much sought after family time too.
Please take all precautions, do not step out of the house, use masks and sanitizers. Let’s be forthcoming in our
approach and tread cautiously. Above all, take care of your own health .Sometimes, just stop worrying and have faith
that things will work out and bring a change in the entire scenario. Let our dreams be bigger than our fears; actions
louder than our words; faith stronger than our feelings.
Let us start our new academic session with newer plans. Let us inspire our students to set gleaming goals and dedicate
their efforts to achieve the planned goals. My best wishes to each one of you!
Warm Regards
Dr Rajesh Hassija
Director, Indraprastha Schools
Director, Indraprastha Schools

“Technology will not replace great teachers, but technology in
the hands of great teachers can be revolutionary.”

Exceptional circumstances call for exceptional measures and the
unprecedented technological transit in the field of education coerced by the
pandemic is the latest illustration. Time and again, here at Indraprastha
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, our team of teachers is provided with the
technological training needed to stay abreast with the latest educational trends.
The transient global educational scenario behooved us to ensure that the 21st
century mentors had the 21st century training, unbeknownst of the fact that it’ll
soon be put to use. Video Conferencing as a tool of learning is not new to us
as that is how we’ve always been working in conjunction with our
International Programme since a long time.
I want to express deep gratitude to all the dear parents who supported us
during these uncertain times whole heartedly by sharing our concern for
unhindered learning by way of the Online Learning Programme. The
symbiosis and the stake holders’ dynamics have been instrumental in
furthering the cause of education .The brand new edition of Indraprastha
Herald is our joie de vivre as it has been entirely compiled and collated during
the lock down hours and everyone’s industrious endeavours are truly
commendable .I appeal to all of you to stay indoors, stay informed and stay
safe for we are not a product of our circumstances, but of our decisions!

Warm Regards
Ms Anupama Rana
Additional Director, Indraprastha Schools

“True Growth is - Always trying to do something
beyond what you have already mastered!”

It is online learning's big moment and education is about to be revamped just as
much everything else which is going to remote work due to the novel Corona virus.
From cancelled conferences to disrupted life, not a corner of the global village is
immune to the spread of COVID-19 which has forced schools and universities to
close temporarily. This reality has forced a crash course for online learning plans
and technology for students and faculty.
In many respects, the schools’ move to remote instruction rhymes with the workfrom-home move in enterprises. Video conferencing platforms are being used
heavily as are learning new management systems. Online education is going to
accelerate changes that were already in play. Yet, the future is not sans challenges.
Everyone needs to learn and upgrade for staying productive. The present scenario is
certainly accelerating the future of work. We, at Indraprastha INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL are leaving no stone unturned to keep our students happy and productive
by way of our Virtual Learning Programme. The response from all the
stakeholders has been truly inspiring and I take this opportunity to thank all the
parents for being patient and partnering with us, in letter and spirit.
In these times, Technology is our pen and paper and it is this lens through which
we experience the world today. Our team of teachers has been thoroughly trained to
surf the tides of change and master the virtual world. The students too are super
excited to study –the 21st century way. I am sure that we will keep up the
enthusiasm until normalcy returns. I appeal to all of you to stay indoors and healthy.

Warm Regards,
Ms Urmimal Sudhakar
Addl Principal

“The students of the future will demand the learning support
that is appropriate for their situation or context....thus, the
training developers need to integrate technology seamlessly into
the scholastic and the co-scholastic domains…”

The Indraprastha virtual school experience is working towards creative and inspiring
lessons for all the students. Our team of committed and creative teachers with
tremendous support from the parents has been optimizing every child’s personalized
learning experience, through the Online Virtual School Programme. The students are
thoroughly engaged as they can view presentations or videos, interact with other
participants, and enrich themselves with resources in work groups or even individually.
The enriching lessons aim to keep the students on track, as they are provided with rich
learning opportunities, be it scholastics or Co-scholastics. It is indeed amazing to see
what they can actually create from within the four walls of a loving home, as they share
their own video creations under the guidance of teachers and parents! The subject
teachers impart lessons using 21st century virtual tools, receive completed written
assignments online, collaborate with all the students, encourage them to develop
essential skills independently, and get them recognized for their outstanding work. The
students are also upfront in participating and contributing towards the Indraprastha
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLs events held at regular intervals, exhibiting a vast
array of talent and healthy competition amongst all. They also emerged as outstanding
winners in the Virtual Quiz 2020 by securing the first position, amongst all the
branches.
Parents, who are equal partners in the overall grooming of the students and the young
learners too are ecstatic with the concept of the virtual classrooms. The weekly held
virtual Parent Teacher Meetings are alive with positive and encouraging responses from
all the stakeholders. .The classroom sessions keep the students busy at home –
constructively. The parents appreciate the efforts made by the teachers and applaud the
fact that the teachers are ensuring a smooth flow of learning… at Indraprastha
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, Dwarka!
Warm Regards
Ms.Shalini Jain
Sr. Headmistress

“It is the rapids that make the best sailors”

The current scenario of nationwide lockdown has thrown before us unprecedented challenges. As we
sail through these ruffled times, the challenge is surreal and true for mentors and facilitators like us who
have embraced the field of education. It indeed is daunting to provide education to our young students
whose safety is paramount and yet we don’t wish them to lag behind in academics. We at Indraprastha
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL are ever striving to overcome all challenges and emerge as winners.
The virtual class room programme started for class V has been a huge success and our technology
savvy children have taken to it like a magnet! The presentations and live demonstrations prepared by the
teachers have made the virtual teaching impactful. The young toddlers are also not left behind. The
carefully crafted videos prepared by our staff are being appreciated by the parents. The assignments and
information sheets help the children recapitulate and practice concepts at leisure. We are following our
motto to the hilt, “Teach one child, develop whole child”. Along with the academics, the coscholastic activities are equally taken care of. We wish that our little ones remain healthy and agile.
Videos for activities like yoga,clay, adnce, music, art/craft Taekwondo and physical fitness are sent
regularly.
We have also started with Competitions in various domains and held E- PTM wherein our teachers have
solved queries of parents and taken in their feedbacks. We strongly believe that a winner overcomes all
challenges with grit and that’s what we possess in abundance!

Warm Regards
Ms.Shalu Kapoor
Jr. Headmistress

“The goal of Early Childhood learning is to activate the child’s own desire to learn.”

Greetings from the Indraprastha family!!!
We, at Montessori, keep close interaction with each child under our care.
We are updating their knowledge through activity based videos. Mainly, we
share two conceptual and three activity based videos daily with them. We
concentrate on individual interaction with each atleast once a week. Now,
parents are really happy and satisfied with this practice. Students are getting
more inspired by watching, learning, performing and making their own
videos to share with their teachers. The teachers motivate them to
understand that everything in this world is not locked down! Teachers also
make them understand that teacher’s fun and resourceful train is still
running on the track of creativity, so let’s all take a ride !Let’s make this
time of quarantine into an opportunity by doing what we’ve always been
doing-guiding and motivating our students.
Warm Regards
Ms. Neetu Sethi
Montessori Incharge

Founder’s day wisHes by Heads and TeacHers
To cHairperson Ma'aM, cHairMan sir, direcTor sir,
anupaMa Ma'aM and THe enTire indraprasTHa FaMily

Rarely has there been exhibited so complete a combination of attributes in a visionary !
Epitomising grit, courage, poise and excellence, Smt. S. Rana, the strongest pillar of the
Indraprastha family is the driving force which relentlessly inspires all, ad infinitum. It was on 2nd
April when, Smt. S. Rana initiated the idea of establishing schools to provide value integrated
quality education to the masses. It was also on 2nd April, 2003, when Chairman Indraprastha Group
Sh. A.S. Rana and Chairperson Smt. S. Rana inaugurated the first branch of Indrpaprastha Schools
in Dwarka. So, Indraprastha family celebrates its Founder’s Day on 2nd April every year. The
Indraprastha camaraderie was at the hilt while celebrating The Founder’s Day on 2nd April, 2020
by participation of students in various online activities. Beautiful cards and aesthetic art work
marked the celebrations as the happiness quotient knew no bounds.The conduct of the event truly
reiterated that the spirit to work is indomitable when it comes to the Indraprastha family.

Separated by distance, Joined by resolve!

Fortune India Magazine
We are proud to announce that Indraprastha International School has been recognized as one
of the ‘Future 50 Schools Shaping Success’, under the National Curriculum Category by the
Fortune India Magazine.
Ranked among top CBSE schools
Indraprastha International School is ranked as one the Top CBSE schools in Teaching
Excellence for exemplary contribution in the field of education.
SGFI and CBSE National Champions
Indraprastha International School has been awarded for excellence in various CBSE Sports
Competitions.
Green Merit Award
Indraprastha International School has been recognized and applauded for its green initiative
of recycling waster paper. The school received a certificate of appreciation for its efforts in
saving the Mother Earth. The school became a strong partner in this mission by recycling
paper and planting trees.
National Winners @ IQ Challenge
Indraprastha International School is the proud National winners for the IQ Challenge
conducted by the Epic Channel. We emerged as winners over the teams from Mumbai and
Indore.
Pramerica Spirit of Community Awards
Indraprastha International School bagged the Silver Medal in the International Pramerica
Spirit of Community Awards.
Torrins- Battle of Bands-National Level
Indraprastha International School won the national Interschool band Competition held at
Pune.
National E- Innovation award
Indraprastha International School won the coveted award under the student category.Only
two students were selected at the national level.

THink ouT oF THe box!
SELF ISOLATION AND SOCIAL DISTANCING ARE THE BEST WAYS TO
KEEP THE CREATIVITY ALIVE
It is true that most of the times we don’t see what is right in front of our eyes. We go
out in search for inspiration, travel the whole world, only to find that the inspiration
was waiting for us right in our homes. Inspiration starts at home. If we isolate
ourselves in our homes, we find things we never knew about before. We are talking
about the time when one has all the options available but still will choose to stay
indoors for the purpose of creativity. Today, I am advocating the fact that isolation is
an extremely necessary component of creative thinking.
Not only do individuals benefit from isolation, so do big companies! Nowadays, firms
have to come up with creative and unconventional methods to reach out to customers
without actually contacting them. Gyms have started online classes. Food delivery
services have come up with NO CONTACT DELIVERY and schools too have come
up with Virtual Learning Programme . Isn’t this the perfect example of- Creativity
breeding in isolation? We must lock ourselves away with inspiration in order to get it.
It is easier to put our thoughts into words and appreciate even the smallest of ideas we
get which would have otherwise got lost in the hustle and bustle of a busy life.
In the end, I’ll quote Sir Nikola Tesla: “The mind is sharper and keener in
seclusion and uninterrupted solitude. Originality thrives in seclusion. Be alone—
that is the secret of invention; be alone, that is when ideas are born.”
-Aashna Belur
(Head Girl)

parenTs’ TesTiMonials -senior wing
Good afternoon Maam,
I take this opportunity to thank you for
all the efforts being put in by you
towards kids academic and
engagement at this period of time,
where we all are learning new way of
digital teaching and communication.
The engagement has been proactive
from your side and you have always
asked kids to call you any time for any
doubts or clarification. The dedication
cannot be mentioned in words.
Thanks once again. Stay blessed.
Warm Regards
Rakesh Rai
F/O Aditya Rai
Adm - 092002
Class - X B3

Hello Mam,
We aren’t facing any challenges
during the Online Classes. The virtual
classes are just like normal classes at
School, for me as a parent and for my
child as well, these are turning out to
be productive, the teachers are
addressing each and every query of
my child. Apart from the network
issues which happen sometimes,
everything is going well.
Overall, we are totally satisfied with
the Virtual Classes, I feel if the child
wants to study, he wll do it in all
possible way..... be it the classes
taking place at School or the Virtual
ones.
Regards
Sutbhi Arora
Parent of Maulik Arora, XB3

With reference to the online classes being organised by the school, I would like
to thank the school management team for the commendable job being done in
existing Pandemic scenario.
My daughter Aarushi Choudhary, who is studying in Xth class has been found
to be very active and is always looking forward for these online classes. The
classes are well organised, the topics are well covered and the kids are taking it
in positive way. The challenges are being well delt and extra efforts made by
the faculty are motivating kids to put in extra efforts.
We believe Change is part of life, with present scenario, the School, Faculty
and students all have proven that they are ready for the change, accepting it &
doing best to prove that they are ready to make the best use of possible
resources available with them.
Looking at excitement, positivity and courage to face the challenges by kids, as
parents, we would like thank you all for the Online arrangements being made by
the school management.
Wishing you all good wishes & best of luck for the future !!

parenTs’ TesTiMonials -senior wing

Good morning ma'am
Online classes is a great initiative by
school and teachers that provide easy
excess to school syllabus for students
and also provide a great check by the
parents as well.
Teacher are giving their precious time
to the children and helping students in
keeping up their academic year
updated.Moreover it helps children in
utilising this free time in effective way,
learning through technology.
*RYKA* *NANDA*
*XB3*
*091869*

Teachers have put in their best effort
to replicate classroom teaching as
closely as possible and this has been
a very motivating factor for the
children.Punctuality has been re
enforced as students are monitored
by the online classes, not allowed to
enter late, attendance records are
maintained and class schedule is
followed strictly.IPIS has also
conducted an online PTM , which has
been largely appreciated by the
Parents , for the effort on part of the
school.The teachers have taken extra
classes even on non-working days to
clarify all doubts that students have
and to discuss worksheets that they
made.

Dear Ma’am
I am Jasveer Kaur Sandhu mother of
Harkirat Singh Sandhu. We would like
to recognise the efforts put in by the
complete Indraprastha International
Schools team for providing the online
classes to our ward. We are very
happy that in spite of such a difficult
scenario, teachers and other staff not
only managing their families but also
giving full time, support and guidance
to our ward. It is a matter of pride that
we have such a dedicated team. Our
son was initially worried about his
studies but now he is very much
relaxed and enjoying the online
classes. We would like to thank all the
teachers and other staff for the
wonderful efforts.
Warm regards
Jasveer Kaur Sandhu

Teachers have put in their best effort
to replicate classroom teaching as
closely as possible and this has been
a very motivating factor for the
children.Punctuality has been re
enforced as students are monitored
by the online classes, not allowed to
enter late, attendance records are
maintained and class schedule is
followed strictly.IPIS has also
conducted an online PTM , which has
been largely appreciated by the
Parents , for the effort on part of the
school.The teachers have taken extra
classes even on non-working days to
clarify all doubts that students have
and to discuss worksheets that they
made.

parenTs’ TesTiMonials -senior wing

It's useful to some extent..but it's
putting too much strain on the eyes... I
had to miss 2-3 lectures cuz my eyes
were absolutely red... Also it's not
secure enough.. especially on
zoom... And when unauthorised
people get access to meeting id and
password..they enter from our
name...this could cause a lot of
ruckus.. online classes are helping us
with the syllabus and studies and
teachers are doing their best.. but still
not a grt permanent solution..
Thank you ma'am for putting so much
efforts.All the sessions were very
helpful and full of knowledge.It was all
well planned and really easy for me to
follow.I never felt overloaded with
work, overall i really enjoyed .
Chhavi malik
12th A3

The online classes are a wonderful
initiative by the school management
and staff. Teachers are working hard
so that we can make the best of the
situation. In light of this pandemic,
these online classes help in keeping
students engaged and with help from
both parties, these classes have been
a successful endeavour of the school.
-Saanvi
XA1

It's useful course for learning how to
blend and develop learning and
teaching experience to be more
interactive with the help of multi
technology.The use of multimedia
tools in these online classes makes
the class more interactive , the
students are able to focus more and
also enhances the student teacher
bond .
Anshuman Mahajan
XII A3

Online classes ensures that there is no lost classes.
It should help the school to complete the syllabus on
time, particularly 12th standard. Very grateful to the
teachers who are Tremendously putting their efforts .
Lakshmi sreeram( shubha's mother)
I want to start with a huge *thanks* and *regards* to
all our teachers for being so kind to conduct the
virtual classes. These are unprecedented times and
everybody is dealing with new challenge everyday
and despite all the constraints, our teachers are
giving our future the utmost importance as XII is
foundation for our future. Lot of teachers and
students started using the collaborations tools for
online classes for the 1st time and they were never
used to 3-4 hours of screen time and it did cause
some health hazard like eyes burning or posture
issues however everybody got accustomed to the
new normal within no time. I am sure that the endless
efforts of our teachers and school administration will
go a long way and our XII class results this year will
be a true refelction of it.

parenTs’ TesTiMonials -Middle wing

A right regime and a fit body
under the guidance of Sports
teacher.

A pearl amidst the waste of Lotus
under the guidance of Art teacher.

Learning the art of sketching
under the guidance of Art
teacher.

Thank you mam we ..really
appreciate your efforts .. making
kids understand the things
would not have been possible
without the support of all the
teachers ...no word for the pain
you are taking and managing
their kids n home as well
commendable job teachers ....
thanku once again

Dear ma'am
I would like to thank you for being
such a great educator.Mridul has a
wonderful learning experience through
u .Thank u for being supportive and
always showing him the correct path.
Thank u for everything you have done
for the children.
Warm regards

Good morning maam
She is very pleased for attending the
online classes she is not facing any
problem. We are very thankful for
every teachers efforts and valueable
support.
Thank you
Warm regards

Dear Mam
We appreciate the school
efforts, everything is
perfect, all teachers are
very supportive , kids are
busy now as well as
enjoying this new teaching
method.
Thank you

parenTs’ TesTiMonials -Middle wing
It is an enriching experience at this
time when the pandemic has hit us,
the way all the teachers and education
system is showing their fighting spirit is
commendable.
The hard efforts the teachers are
putting to educate their students
should be genuinely appreciated.

Putting life into mute under the
guidance of Science teacher.

Mam class was very
interactive.the main
advantage with this
interaction is now our ward
is ready to rake
instructionsas he know
Mam will ask.so wonderful
and fruitful session.

Dear ma'am
I would like to thank you for being
such a great educator.Mridul has a
wonderful learning experience through
u .Thank u for being supportive and
always showing him the correct path.
Thank u for everything you have done
for the children of 6b1.
Warm regards

yoga aT HoMe:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Wrewdsq7mKVGcYvplr04jOyFceRohjaM/vi
ew?usp=sharing

The magic of imagination and
creativity under the guidance of
Art teacher.

parenTs’ TesTiMonials -priMary wing
Dear Mam,
Greetings for the day!
Anu this side, Garvit Khurana’s mother studying in III
rd A2. I would like to congratulate the way you have
been teaching kids remotely. I must say that your
video sessions are so much interesting and interactive
that it is very easy for Garvit to understand as far as
concept is concerned.
Thank you for teaching with so much enthusiasm!!
Best Regards/Anu

Dear Maam
I take this opportunity to thank you and teachers who
have been putting huge efforts to engage with the
Kids and take forward the classes. Bhavesh is very
happy and eagerly waits for the classes. It was a good
and interactive session yesterday...looking forward
for many more sessions.
Regards
Pragati Rai
Hello mam

The little Einstein in making under
the guidance of Science teacher.

Thank you all the
teachers....Sarthak is very
much happy with his all the
teachers...the way they
teach is awesome....in this
tough situation teachers
effort is
commendable....thank u very
much all the teachers...
Regards
Sarthaks mother

M/O Bhavesh Rai

Hello maam,
Thank u to all the teachers. All of you
are putting in your hard efforts to
make the children teach and also your
way of teaching by the way of ppts is
really helpful. The online classes are
really beneficial for the kids especially
in the current scenario, without
breaking the continuity of studies.
Regards
Anika's mother.

The spirit to fight and emerge as
a winner – Go Corona.

: Vb3

parenTs’ TesTiMonials -priMary wing

Good afternoon mam...
Mam we (parents of Aarav Singh Nandal )are fully satisfied with every step from your
(+management) side for our child's education. I would specially like to mention here
about Hindi grammar and English grammar. The topics till now taught in both subjects
through different slides and videos really became very easy to understand for Aarav
and also makes my work easy to make him understand the topics.
All of you are doing a great job in this tough situation not only in teaching but in all
other co- curricular activities also like clay art, yoga, taekwondo, dance.
Aarav is a new student in your school I was really nervous for him. How he is going to
adjust?
But nothing like that we as well as Aarav also feels happy to be a part of …

I really appreciate the work of all the teachers ...
We can see there hardwork despite of taking care of there household
chores there family.

Very effective way of learning,
children are learning new way of
teaching and shows great interest
towards it. Good initiative by teachers
and management.

The classes are going superb..
I myself sit and observe...
I am really liking the way of explaining each and every topic.
Hats off to all the teachers for there tremendous efforts in giving good
education to the childre.
My heartiest thanks to all..

DEAR ALL TEACHER'S,
Thank you for making all our
lessons easy and fun. I always look
forward to attending your class.
I am always grateful to have you as
my mentor. You are my inspiration
and role model. Thank you all.
Warm Regards Kashish Sharma,
VA2.

As Guransh is the new
admission in the class he
himself is enjoying a lot
and is very keen to come
to his new school with his
new friends...
Thanks for your co
operation

parenTs’ TesTiMonials - priMary wing

Refreshing mind, body and soul
under the guidance of Yoga
teacher.
The fine motor skills and the
power to mould under the
guidance of Clay teacher.

Learning the art of Music under
the guidance of Music teacher.

The magic of imagination and
creativity under the guidance of
Art teacher.

parenTs’ TesTiMonials -MonTessori wing
Respected Mam,
Good afternoon....
The session held through video call
was very fruitful as kids are learning
very much & loving ur videos that
you are sending daily. Very helpful
for me also as a parent because i
get to know that how to teach my
child. Now i know that my child is in
good hands of yours and of course
in your good institution also.
Grateful for your cooperation in this
lockdown and looking forward for
my child's growth through your
motivational videos. Hoping for good
things going to happen in future.

Thanx n regards...
Neha....

Thank you so much ma'am for
calling and making my daughter
Hinaya understand and learn about
various things like brushing teeth,
staying at home during this
lockdown and learning new things
everyday. Hinaya is so excited to
come to school and meet you.
Thank you so much ma'am for
conducting zoom meeting session
and being in touch.

It is a great effort by the class
teacher and overall staff of
IPIS.Teachers are constantly
helping kids by sending
videos.To making teaching and
learning more
convinient,teachers are
available to clear the
doubts.Teachers are conduting
meeting on watsapp calling,
zoom app and virtual videos to
teach learners and to resolve
their queries and to make them
aware regarding preventive
measures to counter the threat
of coronavirus.
Parent- Neha paliwal
Student- Nehal paliwal
Class-pre primary daisy

She watches videos of all the
teachers with great interest and
follow all the instructions and
completes all the activities taught.
She feels really proud and
motivated to do more when she
receives your messages filled with
words of encouragement for her.
Words fall short when it comes to
appreciate the teachers for all they
do for our kids.
Regards

parenTs’ TesTiMonials -MonTessori wing
Ma'am we are very much satisfied
with today's meeting. Namit has
started recognizing you now. All the
doubts which we had have almost
been cleared by you. We are
looking forward for such meetings
in future too. We appreciate your
hard work and effort which you are
putting in making each and every
video. Thanks.
Regards
Namit's parents
Amit and Ekta Bhatt

Hi Mam,
todays video call was very
impressive. My daughter Manyata
Sehgal had a great interaction with
you. You gave us few instructions
about how to help child with their
new subject like Hindi. Also you are
sharing links for the activity and the
concepts which will help my
daughter very much. Hope we will
get these video calls often in the
lockdown period.
Regards
Hi Arti, thank you for today
interaction with Maanavya Mehra,
hope such interaction will help for
future bonding between child and
teachers for great learning ahead.
Maanavya is pretty happy after
today video call with you, and
exited to see new world under your
guidance and IP umbrela.
Thank you and keep this good work

Dear ma'am,
Greetings of the day!
Interaction through watsapp video
call was very fruitfull.kids as well as
parents were happy to see you.
Queries were solved effectively by
you. It was pleasure to listen to
you..
Thanks so much mam for the
wonderful one to one interaction.
Regards
Anju Lakra m/o Nevaan Lakra

The WhatsApp call with Ritu ma'am
was very good. It was
Advaita s
first interaction with ma'am and she
had a great time talking to her.
Ma'am made it very friendly and
she was totally at ease with her
even though it was their first
interaction. Ma'am also praised her
and told her about her studies and
the things that we need to do.
Looking forward for more such
interactions. Thankyou for the effort
from your side.
Kind Regards
Advaita s mother

redeFining THe process oF TeacHing and learning
It goes without saying that these are challenging and uncertain times .In order to keep
the mindchallenged and engaged, as with so many other areas of life during the Corona
virus crisis, the answer for most of us lies online. For educators at Indraprastha
International School, thefortunate news is that we are prepared for the change.
Merely a decade ago, the prospect of operating a school without a single student
stepping foot in a classroom would have been mind boggling, but today the building
blocks are already in place for a shift to online learning. Most teachers and students at
Indraprastha International School are long past the ‘chalk and talk’ pedagogy of
previous generations, where teaching was done from the whiteboard and learning was
done at desks. The benefits too are potentially huge!
Indeed, there is no reason why online learning can’t be just as engaging as face-to-face
teaching.From online discussions, live streaming, peer feedback, e-books, videos and
on -demandinformation, there is plenty of diversity in the delivery of education.
Indeed, it is discerning that effective, binary distance learning can even break down
barriers that prevent interaction in the classroom. The students are taught exactly as per
the set curriculum and every day time table. The school has yet again set a new bench
mark, this time - in online learning by conducting regular classroom sessions,
Interschool events and PTM –all online.
So, of course it’s a challenging time ahead for all of us in education but we believe that
we are weathering the storm quite well. The online learning systems developed will
benefit students for generations to come. All the stakeholders are working together to
keep the process of Teaching-Learning robustly going. From Zoom classes to MS
Teams, the success of online learning is inexplicable. The teachers have, of course,
swapped best practices at the online sessions. From attendance and Live interactive
teaching to posting of videos and events, the teaching pedagogy has been
conspicuously restructured at Indraprastha International School. One thing is sure,that
if we do it right, students’ futures can be protected as we train our students to be the
key to the locks and hurdles of life and convert crisis into opportunities.

Great design comes from interaction,
conflict,argument,competition and debate
Competitive debate builds confidence, boosts academic achievement and
develops leadership skills. Open debate is the strongest tool of modern times
followed by virtual tools of education. Illustrating a radiant specimen of –
“Technology aided learning” , an online Debate Competition was held on the
topic “Self-isolation and social distancing are the best ways to keep the
creativity alive” on 4th April 2020 through the portals of a Virtual session .
The speakers presented an array of opinions on the topic supported by
deliberate arguments .Making the best use of the lock down hour , the
students had prepared themselves well for the competition which was visible
in their articulation and oratorical skills. The virtual session was attended by
the Directors, Principals and teacher representatives from all the branches i.e
IPIS ,IPWS, IPGS.
The pioneering effort of IPWS was especially applauded by Dr Rajesh
Hassija(Director ,Indraprastha Schools)and Ms Anupama Rana(Additional
Director, Indraprastha Schools).The event was adjudicated upon by teachermentors from all the branches.SaanviKhatter(X std) from Indraprastha
International School , Dwarka was adjudged as the Best Speaker –Against the
motion.The Indraprastha family thanks all the stake holders for their
continuous support for E-learning .Our commitment and partnership ensures
that our students continue to learn and grow without any obstacles.

QUIZ-2020

“Keep moving forward, opening new doors and doing new things. Your curiosity
will lead you to the path of success.”
-Sir Walt Disney
Much like charity begins at home, health, hygiene and sanitation begin with us .With the
increase in health risks to humans, it has become very important to stay hygienic. The
lack of hygiene in the world has played a vital role in triggering several chronic diseases.
It has become mandatory to fight the war of hygiene in order to provide a healthy world
to our future generations. This habit of hygiene needs to be developed from a younger
age. The children need to be taught the importance of both personal hygiene and
healthy diet. With these thoughts as the force within, Indraprastha International School
hosted an “Online General Knowledge Quiz”, on the topic-Health, Hygiene and Diet for
the students of classes VIII and IX on Apr 11, 2020.
The event witnessed enthusiastic participation from students of Indraprastha World
School and Indraprastha Global School in the presence of Dr Rajesh Hassija(Director,
Indraprastha International School) and Heads of all the branches. The scions of today
are adapting well to the nuances of technology to which the success of “Inter school
Virtual Events” and regular classes stands witness to. The contested participation led to a
tie and the answer to the tie-breaker marked Team International as the winner. The
laudable efforts of all the participants have been appreciated by way of E-certificates by
the host.
MsUrmimalaSudhakar , (Addl Principal, Indraprastha International School) thanked
and congratulated everyone for their support and participation . The event was conducted
successfully and Indraprastha InternationalSchool once more acknowledges and
appreciates the unconditional support of all its stakeholders.

liTTle indraprasTHians unleasHing THeir TalenT

Dance is the hidden language of the Soul
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nkugl3alVcg-SQ6XI_Vau22XLa4F2q_u
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NJpmweNe-7g-bg7iyu_McKMW5FdG4Dtr/view?usp=sharing
Our Future Orators
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SPc8F44LRXvjWdrgIl6GGTVHBCuii-XH/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K8f5eKkBHfH4pFHjqInJGpVnnK5MOY5v/view?usp=sharing
Little Scientist
https://drive.google.com/file/d/187uiAaZrVkTupSmOSxCah11Lhcsv7k1C/view?usp=sharing
Young Artists on their way to Success
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lZnDvlSU3mhM4xTpNSBnYQaeQJ44D8Yx/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yR6n9YBtwETVIdjmfh4kdswcIokHo8rO/view?usp=sharing
What Comes Before
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PbdMk8uy9R9mxWWIORWT0gAfA6H_h4np/view?usp=sharing
The Sound of Glass
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zfsgitDbMnS7gCmJ_BlQvs-DNXp9OnpE/view?usp=sharing
The Greedy Dog
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18vS8erV_bR-y2unntSqoKX9Xn7WcCow0/view?usp=sharing
My Body Book
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CBW2gRx1WvR5iFxQlp9IcYcbArS0zgps/view?usp=sharing
I’m so Happy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WdHmFcnBAj0k_Z6udMWZW_U_uGw3NJa8/view?usp=sharing

